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Abstract. The recent surge in sentiment analysis within software engineering texts has gained prominence due to its proven influence on productivity and collaborative work quality. Stack Overflow, a substantial repository of software engineering content, has become a focal point for sentiment analysis research, particularly in software development. Nevertheless, integrating sentiment analysis into software engineering has unveiled potential shortcomings in their efficacy. Researchers have had to adapt these tools to navigate limitations, as exemplified by the cases of SentiCR and Senti4SD. Moreover, natural language processing has made significant strides in recent times, primarily attributed to the emergence of pre-trained transformer-based models. Addressing this research gap, the study introduces a dedicated sentiment analysis model, BertSentiment-SO. This study delves explicitly into sentiment analysis for the three foremost cloud service providers: Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. Extracted from the Big Query public dataset, the data undergoes preprocessing and labelling via a semi-supervised learning approach. Harnessing the capabilities of BERT, our proposed model outperforms its counterparts, enabling a more precise score of 94.06% for the evaluation of sentiment within the domain of cloud services.
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1 Introduction

In the ever-evolving landscape of technology and information, the importance of technical text mining has emerged as a crucial mechanism for unravelling the wealth of knowledge embedded within the vast expanse of digital content [1]. As industries increasingly digitised, technical texts have become the cornerstone of knowledge dissemination, containing insights, solutions, and expertise that fuel innovation and drive progress. Recently, the prominence of techniques and approaches to automatically extract textual information from software engineering, encompassing coding, frameworks, and cloud services, has grown substantially. These are
commonly referred to as "technical texts." Sentiment analyser to mine sentiment automatically for the software engineering (SE) domain has grown in popularity recently. The primary application of these techniques lies in discerning the emotions and sentiments conveyed within textual reviews provided by developers. Understanding the mood of developers holds significant implications for their effectiveness, code quality, and overall job contentment [2]. The underlying aim is to classify the sentiment within programmers' comments as neutral, negative, or positive. This approach has gathered considerable interest and is recognised as sentiment analysis within software engineering. Among its uses in software engineering, sentiment analysis has been used to determine the emotional state of developers [3], to examine the polarity of reviewers' assessments, and to analyse if sentiment analysis tools agree with human reviewers. The research investigated the emotions in commit comments from different open-source projects [4].

Nevertheless, it's important to note that software engineering technical documents are not designed to align seamlessly with general sentiment analysis tools. Examples of such tools include the Stanford CoreNLP [5], which is typically employed for evaluating sentiment in movie reviews, and the SentiStrength tool, which assesses the overall emotional tone of a text by assigning scores to individual words [6]. The use of these sentiment analysis tools in the context of software engineering research has yielded unfavourable results [7]. To address this challenge, previous research has made efforts to adapt sentiment analysis tools for the specific domain of software engineering. For instance, some studies have leveraged developers' opinions extracted from Stack Overflow (SO) to create a specialized sentiment analysis tool tailored to the platform, known as Stanford CoreNLP SO-specific sentiment analysis [8]. Similarly, adaptations like SentiStrength-SE have been introduced to enhance the accuracy of sentiment classification in texts related to software engineering [9]. Additionally, a unique sentiment analysis tool called SentiCR has been developed specifically for code reviews [10]. Furthermore, the Senti4SD model has been trained using data from SO to better suit the needs of software development research [11].

In recent years, Natural Language Processing (NLP) has witnessed a transformative shift, primarily driven by the emergence of pre-trained models [12]. Among these groundbreaking models, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), a novel language representation model, has taken center stage. BERT employs a fine-tuning approach to adapt pre-trained transformer models for specific tasks [13]. Remarkably, BERT's pre-trained model, when applied to NLP tasks, demonstrates its versatility by requiring only a single additional output layer to excel in cutting-edge applications such as language inference [13]. Furthermore, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) has been employed in cross-platform assessments to evaluate the performance of SE-specific tools [14]. These evaluations extended to the use of test sets sourced from entirely different data repositories than those used for model training. In benchmark studies, BERT, along with Senti4SD, consistently outperformed other models in each comparison [15]. Notably, BERT models achieved the highest micro-averaged F1-score of 0.90 in sentiment analysis of SO texts, surpassing the performance of the four general sentiment analyzers mentioned.

These technical texts are frequently encountered in discussion forums, API reviews, and similar contexts. However, a notable gap exists in the need for an established model tailored to study technical text related to cloud services. This shortcoming has led to suboptimal performance in this domain. Several studies indicate the presence of sentiments within cloud service providers'
discussions on Twitter [16] [17] [18]. However, no existing model or research studies explore sentiment within technical text among cloud service providers. SO, a platform for asking and answering software development queries, is a valuable resource for accumulating specialised datasets. Enhancing the model’s effectiveness is imperative as it enables companies to gain deeper insights into developers’ genuine sentiments towards specific services. Also, developers can understand the maturity of a development community, which can help improve productivity and quality [19].

2 Related works

Sentiment analysis methods are widely classified into machine-learning and lexical-based approaches [20]. Methods relying on lexical features categorize articles by evaluating the frequency or occurrence of sentiment-related terms. This is done using a predefined collection of words and n-grams, each associated with specific sentiment tags [20]. SentiStrength [6], OpinionDSOSenti [21], and VADER are examples of lexical-based approaches in the table above [22]. Opinion lexicons have been developed via manual labelling, dictionary-based techniques, and corpus-based machine-learning procedures. Approaches rooted in dictionary-based methods create opinion words by establishing the transitive closure of an initial set of words’ synonyms and antonyms. This process commonly involves utilizing online lexical databases, like WordNet. On the other hand, corpus-based techniques construct a word collection using a corpus which are particular to the domain and a collection of linguistic restrictions. A comprehensive examination of 23 published sentiment analysers shows that sentiment classifiers perform differently when classifying diverse datasets. Furthermore, it demonstrates that emotion analysers may disagree with one another, implying that the choice of analysers can result in drastically varied classification results [20]. SentiStrength is the most commonly used analyser in sentiment analysis for SE documents [9]. SentiStrength was developed to classify the sentiment of brief, informal messages. It relies on a sentiment dictionary that encompasses terms with non-standard spellings. Utilizing machine learning techniques, the sentiment term weights were optimized by analyzing a corpus of papers from MySpace. Sentiment of documents is evaluated by SentiStrength which assigns positive and negative scores to words associated with various emotions [6]. As of 2017, a minimum of three sentiment analyzers had been created, including SentiStrength-SE [9], SentiCR [10] and Senti4SD [11]. As per the latest benchmark studies, the three SE analyzers mentioned previously outperformed SentiStrength when utilized for sentiment analysis of software engineering texts [23]. [24] introduced Senti-Analyzer, a model that combines Senti4SD, SentiStrength-S, SentiStrength, and TextBlob.

Deep learning involves analysing substantial volumes of intricate data, allowing models to acquire knowledge and formulate predictions or decisions without explicit programming. Deep learning techniques are employed across a broad spectrum of domains, which includes software, speech education, robotics, natural language processing, and various other fields. [25] proposed model RNN4SentiSE to analyse the effectiveness of RNN-based sentiment analyser for the software engineering field. [26] mined the product review data online to create a new dataset named CloudRiviews. Twitter serves as a social media platform and online news source, allowing users to share and engage with concise messages known as “tweets”. Developers can check Twitter for user reviews or opinions by searching for hashtags related to cloud products or services. It may also be helpful to check technology websites or forums for more in-depth
reviews of cloud products [16] [18]. To summarise, ongoing research investigates technical texts using either lexicon-based or machine-learning methods, often employing technical data and specialised lexicon dictionaries as their foundation. Evidence demonstrates that training models with technical data or technical lexicons can enhance performance in sentiment analysis. However, there needs to be more studies that focus specifically on cloud services' technical data. While some research does exist on cloud services, it primarily revolves around product reviews and Twitter data, needing more perspective from developers. Consequently, this research gap forms the focus of this study objective.

3 Proposed solution

To bridge the existing research gap, we have developed BertSentiment-SO, tailored explicitly for cloud services technology. This endeavour capitalises on the inherent cloud computing expertise in the technical content related to cloud services on SO. Our approach involves fine-tuning the BERT model, which has been proven adaptable for sentiment analysis in spectrum of SE [27]. Illustrated in Figure 1, the process of fine-tuning BERT for sentiment analysis encompasses several vital steps. This entails the selection of a pre-trained BERT model, input data provisioning, and incorporating a sentiment classification layer to facilitate model refinement. Initially developed by Google in 2018, the BERT model has since gained remarkable popularity in natural language processing (NLP) tasks due to its exceptional performance and versatility. Operating on a transformer-based neural network architecture foundation, BERT is trained on an extensive text corpus to generate contextual word representations, also known as embeddings. Distinguishing itself with its bidirectional nature, BERT considers both preceding and following contexts for each word in a sentence, a departure from the unidirectional context consideration in conventional language models. This bidirectional approach significantly augments BERT's performance on NLP tasks, making it a preferred choice in various applications.
The BertSentiment-SO model involves the fine-tuning of BERT specifically for the purpose of extracting technical opinions from SO data expressed by software engineers. In the fine-tuning process, we would use the SE-Specific Sentiment Annotated Data [11] from the official SO dump of user-generated content from July 2008 to September 2015. These sentences from this annotated dataset serve as the input data for the fine-tuning process for SO context. SE-Specific Sentiment Annotated Data are then tokenized and converted into BERT word embeddings. These embeddings capture the context and meaning of words within the sentences. The BERT model, as shown in the figure, takes the input embeddings for the sentences from the SE-Specific Sentiment Annotated Data. BERT processes these embeddings to generate contextualized representations for the input sentences. The final layer then maps the BERT representations to sentiment predictions. After passing through the final layer, the output is then passed through a connected layer with softmax activation function. This converts the model’s raw scores into probability distributions over the sentiment classes. The output of the layer represents the model’s confidence in each sentiment category for the input sentence. The probabilities obtained from the fully connected layer are used to predict the sentiment label for each sentence in the test data. Thus, our proposed model fine tunes BERT for technical data mining from SO.

4 Experimental analysis

Recall, Precision, F1, and Accuracy (ACC) metrics are used to assess our proposed BertSentiment-SO’s effectiveness against Senti4SD, BERT, and RoBERTa models. While recall measures the model’s capability to correctly identify all pertinent instances, precision measures the correctness of a model’s positive predictions. The F1 score, a metric that combines precision and recall, provides a balanced performance evaluation by taking into account both
false positives and false negatives. Meanwhile, accuracy reflects the ratio of correctly classified instances to all instances, serving as a general measure to evaluate how accurately the model predicts sentiment labels. Table 1 shows the performance result comparisons between selected models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>ACC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senti4SD</td>
<td>61.35%</td>
<td>66.93%</td>
<td>59.59%</td>
<td>61.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>57.75%</td>
<td>57.31%</td>
<td>57.22%</td>
<td>57.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>65.92%</td>
<td>66.59%</td>
<td>66.05%</td>
<td>65.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BertSentiment-SO</td>
<td>94.03%</td>
<td>94.06%</td>
<td>94.02%</td>
<td>94.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Senti4SD achieves a relatively high recall of 61.35% but has a lower precision of 66.93%, resulting in an F1 score of 59.59%. Its accuracy is 61.35%. We can conclude that Senti4SD is good at identifying relevant data points but may have more false positives. BERT has a balanced performance with a recall, precision, and F1 score of around 57%. Its accuracy is 57.75%. While it performs reasonably well, it doesn't excel in either precision or recall. RoBERTa shows improved performance with a recall of 65.92% and a precision of 66.59%, resulting in an F1 score of 66.05%. Its accuracy is 65.92%, making it a better model compared to the Senti4SD and BERT. BertSentiment-SO outperforms other models with a high recall of 94.03%, precision of 94.06%, and an F1 score of 94.02%. Its accuracy is 94.03%, indicating that it excels in both precision and recall, making it the best-performing model among all the considered ones. In summary, BertSentiment-SO, trained using 45K combined data, stands out as the best-performing model, achieving consistently high scores across all metrics. RoBERTa also demonstrates strong performance, while Senti4SD and BERT show relatively lower performance, with Senti4SD having a slightly better balance between recall and precision than BERT. This model is not only able to perform well on cloud technical text but also on general technical text.

5 Conclusion

The proposed solution seeks to bridge the research gap by developing BertSentiment-SO for cloud services' technical domain. Leveraging SO's wealth of cloud computing expertise, this approach finetunes the BERT model for sentiment analysis. BERT's bidirectional transformer architecture, combined with domain-specific training data, enables it to capture nuanced sentiment patterns in technical text. This model, when compared to existing sentiment analysers like Senti4SD, BERT, and RoBERTa, outperforms in terms of recall, precision, F1 score, and accuracy, showcasing its ability to analyse sentiment across various technical domains effectively. In conclusion, the rapid evolution of technology has necessitated sophisticated methods for extracting insights from technical texts. Sentiment analysis, particularly in software engineering and cloud services, plays a pivotal role in understanding developers' sentiments and shaping service offerings. Introducing pre-trained models like BERT has revolutionised the field, enabling domain-specific sentiment analysis. However, challenges must still be overcome in adapting these models for specific technical domains like cloud services. The proposed BertSentiment-SO model solves this challenge, offering a novel approach to sentiment analysis
in the cloud services technical field. Its fine-tuned BERT model demonstrates exceptional performance in accurately classifying sentiments, thereby bridging the gap in understanding developers' sentiments towards cloud services. This research enhances the quality and efficiency of cloud services by providing insights into the developer community's emotions and perceptions.
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